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The main goal of creation of a Superheavy Element Factory at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions
(FLNR) is to sufficiently improve the efficiency of studies on heavy and superheavy nuclei. The factory will
be based on a high-current DC-280 cyclotron. The use of beams with the intensity up to 6� 1013 s�1

(10 plA) requires effective separators providing high suppression of unwanted reaction products.
Following the analysis of the kinematic characteristics of several hundreds of reactions, a conclusion
was drawn that it is necessary to construct three separators optimized for specific tasks: a universal
gas-filled separator for synthesis and study of the properties of heavy isotopes, a velocity filter for spec-
troscopic investigations, and a pre-separator for further chemical separation and precise mass
measurements.

� 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The production cross sections of superheavy elements (SHE)
with Z = 112–118 in 48Ca-induced fusion reactions with
actinide targets are in the range of a few picobarns or less
(1 event/month–1 event/week) [1]. To carry out further studies
of SHE, a significant increase in the overall experiment efficiency
is needed. The use of a new experimental complex ‘‘Superheavy
Element Factory” will increase the production rate of SHE by a
factor of 10 or more.

The heaviest isotope from which a target for SHE synthesis can
be manufactured is 251Cf; thus, to get access to elements with
higher Z, one needs to use beams of 50Ti, 54Cr, 58Fe, etc. Symmetric
fusion reactions, like 136Xe + 138Ba, and 150Nd + 150Nd, and transfer
reactions, like 136Xe + 208Pb and U + U, are of interest but have been
insufficiently explored.

The new experimental FLNR complex will be based on a
high-current DC-280 cyclotron capable of producing beams of
accelerated ions with A6238, E610 MeV/A, and with the intensity
I 6 10 plA of ions with A6100 [2].

Hence, the requirements for a separator can be defined as
follows:

� to separate products of reactions in a broad range of mass
asymmetry in the entrance channel;
� to accept beams of accelerated ions with the intensity up to
10 plA;

� to separate effectively products from thick �0.5 mg/cm2

targets;
� to provide sufficient suppression of unwanted reaction
products.

2. What and from what to separate?

Using the modern technique, it is possible to study products of
fusion reactions of massive nuclei with cross sections >20 fb [3]
(1 fb = 10�39 cm2). The desired products must be separated from
the undesired ones, which have higher yields up to 1015. We need
to suppress:

� unreacted full-energy primary beam particles and projectile-
like reaction products;

� elastically knocked-out target atoms and target-like reaction
products; this process has a cross section of �1 b, and the flux
of such particles can exceed 106–107 s�1;

� scattered beam particles; the flux of these particles depends
mostly on the quality of beam transportation and can be signif-
icantly reduced by correctly tuning an accelerator and a beam
line;

� neutrons and c-quanta; this background can be lowered by
an appropriate shielding, especially of a beam dump, and
by preventing focal plane detectors from directly facing the
target;
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� products of reactions of a beam with secondary components of
targets (N, O, S), target backings (Be, Al, Ti, Zr), target holders,
supporting grids, cowering layers, collimators, etc.; one must
pay special attention to the choice of materials to avoid
interferences;

� high-energy protons and a-particles originating due to scatter-
ing of primary beam on a filling gas, which is hydrogen or
helium in gas-filled devices.

3. Energy, angular, and charge distributions of evaporation
residues

If an accelerated projectile and a target nucleus form a com-
pound nucleus (CN), the latter obtains a linear momentum of the
beam particle. The CN de-excites by evaporation of neutrons, pro-
tons, a-particles or c-quanta, forming an evaporation residue (ER).
Whereas the emission of particles changes the momentum of ERs
only slightly, the slowdown and multiple scattering essentially
affect energy and angular distributions of ERs emerging from dif-
ferent depths of a target.

The well-known computer code SRIM [4] describes ions with
Z 6 92 and cannot be applied either to actinide targets or to SHE.
For our purposes, we developed a special full Monte-Carlo code
[5] that allows simulation of angular and energy distributions of
EVRs. The code [5] also generates an input for another ion optical
program [6] designed for tuning a separator and estimating trans-
mission and yield of the desired reaction products.

For a more detailed analysis, the data on the ionic charge distri-
bution characteristics are necessary. At final stages of the de-
excitation, ERs emit Auger-electrons, which make the charge dis-
tribution unpredictable. Passing of ERs through a thin carbon foil
placed at certain distance downstream the target, equilibrates
the charges of ions according to their velocity.

The charge systematics [7] has been found the most appropriate
to describe the passage of heavy and superheavy nuclei stripped on
carbon foils through vacuum separators [8,9]. For the description
of beam particles, the formula from [10] is widely used. Symmetric
charge distributions fit well within the Gaussian law.

In regard to gas-filled separators, the systematics applicable for
hydrogen and helium filling was proposed in [11]. The average
charges of actinide and superheavy ions, moving in hydrogen at a
pressure of about 1 mbar and with a precision of about 4%, can
be determined as proposed in [12], and the average charges of
those moving through rarified helium can be determined as spec-
ified in [13]. The global fit to the experimentally measured average
charges of heavy ions in He, considering the influence of the elec-
tronic structure, is presented in [14]. For the description of asym-
metric charge distributions, the chi-squared law (v2

m) can be used,
as proposed in [15].
Table 1
The kinematic characteristics of reaction products.

Ion Energy B� q (vac) B� q (He) B� q (H2) velocity E/qvac

(MeV) T �m T �m T �m (cm/ns) (MV)

22Neþ 238U ! 260No�

22Ne 112.5 0.76 0.76 0.76 3.14 11.7
260No 9.5 0.74 1.82 2.45 0.26 0.99
238U 34.8 0.72 1.89 2.01 0.53 1.93

48Caþ 244Pu ! 292Fl�

48Ca 236 0.88 0.94 0.94 3.1 13.0
292Fl 38.8 0.79 2.0 2.18 0.51 2.0
244Pu 129.7 0.83 1.65 1.49 1.0 4.2

136Xeþ 136Xe ! 272Hs�

136Xe 600 1.10 1.38 1.38 3.0 15.7
272Hs 300 0.95 1.39 1.21 1.46 6.85
136Xe 600 1.10 1.38 1.38 3.0 15.7
4. Separator efficiency

When characterizing a separator, one often uses its resolution
or/and transmission of the desired reaction products. These charac-
teristics are insufficient in our case because for very thin targets,
one can reach very high resolving power and transportation effi-
ciency close to 1, but at a vanishing counting rate at the exit of
the set-up. When increasing the target thickness, one introduces
higher angular and energy scattering; the transmission decreases,
but the production rate grows. For thick targets, one must also take
into account the dependence of the cross section on the beam
energy.

A more detailed analysis performed using the code [6] showed
that the counting rate at the exit of the set-up (being proportional
to the product of the target thickness and transmission) grows and
reaches saturation at a certain target thickness. The simulated
yield of 288Fl produced in the reaction 48Cað235 MeVÞ þ
244PuðPuO2Þ ! 288Flþ 4n passed through the existing Dubna
Gas-Filled Recoil Separator (DGFRS) [1] as a function of the 244PuO2

target thickness is presented in Fig. 4 (lower curve, circles).
The optimal target thickness depends on the reacting partners,

reaction characteristics, energy of the bombarding particles,
composition of the target, and on angular, energy, and charge
acceptances of the used device. The targets commonly used at
the existing on-line separators have thicknesses within the range
0.3–0.5 mg/cm2, which covers only 10–20% of the excitation
functions. The specific requirements for the development of targets
for synthesis of superheavy elements were considered in [16].
5. How to separate?

On-line spatial separation can be accomplished in magnetic and
electric fields owing to the differences in magnetic rigidities B� q
(magnetic analyzers), electric rigidities E/q (separators with static
or pulsed electric fields), and velocities of ions (velocity filters).

The kinematic characteristics for several reactions – the ener-
gies of particles, the magnetic rigidities of particles moving in vac-
uum after stripping on a carbon foil, those moving in helium and in
hydrogen, the velocities and the electric rigidities in vacuum – are
presented in Table 1.

The energy of the elastically scattered H ions (protons) is in the
range of 15–20 MeV and that of the He ions (a-particles) is within
the range 55–70 MeV.

From Table 1, one can conclude that it is impossible to separate
reaction products in vacuum using only magnetic fields, since the
magnetic rigidities of the reaction partners overlap sufficiently
(see Fig. 1). This is the case for the reactions at the Coulomb barrier
when the ERs are not fully stripped.

The next conclusions are:

� use of electrostatic separators and velocity filters is always
possible;

� a separator filled with He cannot satisfactory separate products
of asymmetric reactions, e.g., the evaporation residues 255No
from the target-like reaction products – 238U;

� use of gas-filled separators is impossible in the case of symmet-
ric reactions;

� a separator filled with H2 provides better separation than that
filled with He [17], but higher magnetic fields are needed;
besides, H2 is flammable.

The performed analysis allows one to define the critical require-
ments for the dispersive elements of set-ups used in studies of



Fig. 1. Distributions of magnetic rigidities of the 48Caþ 244Pu ! 288Flþ 4n reaction
products.

Table 2
Data on the known gas-filled electromagnetic on-line separators.

Set-up DGFRS GARIS RITU BGS TASCA SHANS

Configuration DQhQv DQhQvD QvDQhQv QvDhD DQhQv QvDhQvQh

Deflection angle 23� (45 + 10)� 25� 70� 30� 52�
B� q

(max, T �m)
3.1 2.15 2.2 2.5 2.4 2.9

Dispersion
(mm/%B� q)

7.5 9.7 10.0 20.0 9.0 7.3

Length (m) 4.0 5.75 4.7 4.6 3.5 6.5
Reference [1] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22]
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heavy nuclei. A vacuum separator must be able to transport parti-
cles with the electric rigidity up to 10 MV and the magnetic rigidity
up to 1 T �m. Gas-filled devices must be designed for particles
with the magnetic rigidity up to 3.0 T �m.
Fig. 2. The distribution of losses of ERs passing through the DQQ separator.
6. Choice of a separator

Three different separators are underway to address the unique
needs of experiments planned at the SHE Factory:

� a gas-filled separator for experiments on the synthesis and
study of superheavy elements;

� a velocity filter as the most suitable device for studying the
spectroscopic properties of heavy nuclei and for investigating
the reaction mechanisms leading to the formation of the heav-
iest and exotic isotopes;

� a simplified version of a gas-filled separator that will serve as a
pre-separator for primary beam suppression and can be used to
study the chemical properties of the heaviest elements and pre-
cise mass measurements.

7. Principle of operation of a gas-filled separator

Owning to multiple charge-changing interactions, ions move
through a gas-filled separator with an average charge hqi. The dis-
tinctive feature of charge-changing collisions is that hqi is approx-
imately proportional to the ion velocity. This peculiarity leads to
effective charge and energy focusing.

The advantages of gas-filled separators are: high-efficient trans-
portation of complete fusion reaction products, the ability to
accept high-beam currents due to cooling of a target by a filling
gas, simplicity, and relatively low costs.

The main disadvantage of the gas-filled separator is its limited
applicability: it cannot be used in research with symmetric reac-
tions. Filling gas causes additional disadvantages: elastically scat-
tered long-range protons and a-s, impossibility of using MCPs in
ToF-measurements, a necessity for an entrance window or differ-
ential pumping.

Table 2 summarizes the data on the known gas-filled electro-
magnetic on-line separators used for synthesis and investigations
of heavy isotopes. In the description of the configuration, D stands
for dipole and Dh for horizontally focusing dipole magnets, Qh and
Qv are horizontally and vertically focusing quadrupole magnets,
respectively.

Over the past 15 years, six new elements with Z = 113–118 and
about 50 heaviest isotopes have been discovered [1] at DGFRS,
which was developed at the end of 1980s [23].

As part of the project on the upgrade of the accelerator complex
of the Flerov Laboratory, it is planned to construct a next-
generation set-up ‘‘DGFRS-II”.
8. A new gas-filled separator DGFRS-II

To understand the factors causing losses of EVRs during their
passage through a gas-filled separator, we performed computer
simulation of their trajectories in DGFRS [1]. This set-up comprises
a DQhQv scheme. The gap in the dipole magnet D is 60 mm, the
diameter of the aperture of the Q1 and Q2 quadrupoles is
200 mm, and their length is 370 mm. The results of simulation
are shown in Fig. 2.

As one can see from the figure, most losses of ERs occur in the
dipole magnet. This is obvious because it is quite difficult to con-
struct a magnet with a large gap and a strong (1.7 T) homogeneous
field. The transmission can be improved by setting a quadrupole in
front of the dipole magnet and by increasing its gap. The new gas-
filled separator will comprise the QvDhQvQhD ion optical scheme. A
similar schematic has the gas-filled separator GARIS-II [24].

The quadrupole Q1 focuses EVRs in the vertical direction. The
dipole magnet D30 with a deflection angle of 30� and a gap of
120 mm focuses the particles by the rotated rear pole face in the
horizontal direction. The Q2 and Q3 quadrupoles focus ERs on
the focal plane detector. The dipole D10 with a deflection angle
of 10� and a gap of 120 mm reduces the background from the
elastically scattered gas atoms, i.e., hydrogen (protons) or helium
(a-particles).



Fig. 3. Simulated trajectories of 288Fl ions passing through the new gas-filled separator DGFRS-II. The field gradients in quadrupoles are GQ1 = 10.67 T/m, GQ2 = 1.89 T/m, and
GQ3 = 4.50 T/m, the total length is 6.3 m.
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The simulated trajectories of 288Fl ions, produced in the
48Cað235 MeVÞ þ 244Puð0:6 mg=cm2 PuO2Þ ! 288Flþ 4n reaction
and passing through the new gas-filled separator, are shown in
Fig. 3.

The characteristics of the principal components of DGFRS-II are
presented in Table 3.

The ion-optical calculations and modeling showed (see Fig. 4,
upper curve, stars) that the overall efficiency of the QDQQD gas-
filled separator is expected to be higher by a factor of 3 in compar-
ison to that of the existing DQQ set-up.
9. Separator for Heavy ELement Spectroscopy: velocity filter
SHELS

Velocity filters perform charge-independent focusing, and their
efficiency is a bit lower than that of gas-filled set-ups. However,
velocity filters can be applied in studies of reactions independent
of their asymmetry.
Table 3
Principal components of DGFRS-II.

Quadrupole magnet Q1
Maximum field gradient 13.3 T/m
Magnetic length 0.45 m
Bore diameter 0.15 m

Quadrupole magnets Q2, Q3
Maximum field gradient 6.0 T/m
Magnetic length 0.60 m
Bore diameter 0.30 m

Magnetic sector D30
Bending radius 1.8 m
Nominal deflection angle 30�
Front/rear pole face angle 0/�50�
Maximum field strength 1.8 T
Gap height 0.12 m

Magnetic sector D10
Bending radius 1.8 m
Nominal deflection angle 10�
Front/rear pole face angle 0/+10�
Maximum field strength 1.8 T
Gap height 0.12 m
The velocity filter called ‘‘SHELS” was developed as a result of
reconstruction of the VASSILISSA electrostatic separator [9]. The
goals of the upgrade were to increase the transmission of products
of asymmetric reactions and to extend the region of the reactions
to be investigated up to symmetric combinations. The detailed
description of SHELS is presented in a special report to this confer-
ence [25] (see: A.G. Popeko et al., ‘‘Separator for Heavy ELement
Spectroscopy – velocity filter SHELS”).

The new separator is composed of two identical mirror
symmetric velocity filters with static, spatially separated electric
and magnetic fields. Its ion optical scheme can be described as
MQ-MQ-MQ-ES-MS-MS-ES-MQ-MQ-MQ-MS, where MQ denotes
Magnetic Quadrupole lenses, ES are Electrostatic Sector fields
(deflectors), and MS stands for Magnetic Sector fields. A general
view of SHELS during assembly is shown in Fig. 5.

Each filter consists of a parallel, flat plate condenser and a
dipole magnet. The condensers are designed in such a way as to
Fig. 4. Simulated yields of Fl plotted as functions of the PuO2 target thickness for
the DQQ set-up (lower curve, circles) and for the QDQQD set-up (upper curve,
stars).



Fig. 5. General view of the velocity filter SHELS.
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allow change of distance between their plates from 10 to 20 cm.
This is done for optimal matching of angular distribution and the
electric rigidity of particles and makes accessible ERs with an elec-
tric rigidity up to 10 MV. The focusing system of SHELS consists of
two magnetic quadrupole triplets. The last dipole magnet with a
deflection angle of � 8� prevents focal plane detectors from
directly facing the target.

For the first trial, a 22Ne beam from the U-400 cyclotron was
delivered to SHELS in May 2013 [26]. The ERs from the reactions
197Auð22Ne;4—6nÞ213—215Ac and 198Ptð22Ne;5—7nÞ213—215Ra were
detected. The results of measurements agree well with the
expected ones. The suppression factor of the primary full-energy
beam was found to be better than 5� 1015 and depends mostly
on the accelerator and beam line tuning. The evaluation of other
characteristics needs further measurements.
Fig. 6. The layout of the QvDQh pre-separator.
10. Pre-separator

Some of the newly discovered superheavy isotopes have half-
lives ranging from seconds to � 1d [1], times – reachable by radio-
chemical off-line methods. The advantages of these methods were
demonstrated in the experiments on the synthesis of element 115
in the 243Amð48Ca;3nÞ reaction [27]. Three decays of the long-lived
isotope 268Db – a descendent of element 115 – were detected on-
line at DGFRS after collection a beam dose of 4.3�1018. Whereas
following off-line chemical isolation of elements belonging to the
fifth group, including dubnium, from a catcher, placed behind the
target, 15 events were detected at a total beam dose of
3.4 � 1018. The fivefold gain factor is caused by the use of a thicker
1.2-mg/cm2 target and by higher efficiency of separation.

The evacuation of reaction products stopped in a gas media by
means of electric fields (gas catcher) makes available for precise
mass measurements reaction products with half-lives >0.02 s
[28]. A gas jet transportation from a Recoil Transfer Chamber
allows one spectroscopic [29] or chemical studies of reaction prod-
ucts with half-lives >1 s [30,31].

The limitations of radiochemical techniques are caused by the
necessity to position the collection area adjacent to the target.
Most of the problems can be solved by introducing between the
target and stopping media a pre-separator, which rejects the pri-
mary beam and target-like reaction products. The requirements
for this device are not as strict as those for on-line separators as
long as following devices perform definitive separation. Therefore
we consider a simplified gas-filled separator with the reduced
down to 20� deflection angle, as a pre-separator. A possible
lay-out of a pre-separator comprising a QvDQh ion optical scheme,
is shown in Fig. 6.

The performed analysis shows that the transmission of 288Fl,
produced in the reaction of 48Ca with a 1.0-mg/cm2 244PuO2 target,
can reach 60–65%. The construction of a preseparator based on a
superconducting double focusing magnet is under discussion.
11. Conclusion

� The new velocity filter SHELS is currently in test operation and
is basically ready for experiments.

� The universal QDQQD gas-filled separator is prepared for
manufacture.

� The gas-filled pre-separator project is in progress.
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